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Letter from the Editor
Henry A. Gabb, Senior Principal Engineer at Intel Corporation, is a longtime high-performance and
parallel computing practitioner who has published numerous articles on parallel programming. He
was editor/coauthor of “Developing Multithreaded Applications: A Platform Consistent Approach”
and program manager of the Intel/Microsoft Universal Parallel Computing Research Centers.

Hello from My Home Office
Thinking About What Really Matters
I was in my cubicle at Intel’s Austin campus when I wrote my letter for the last issue of The
Parallel Universe. Obviously, a lot has happened since then. The rapid spread of COVID-19
has upended our daily lives and forced us to think about what really matters. It’s also brought
together some of the best minds in virology and computational science to fight the disease.
Intel joined the COVID-19 High Performance Computing Consortium to help fight the
pandemic. This consortium “...is a unique private-public effort...to bring together federal
government, industry, and academic leaders who are volunteering free compute time and
resources....” I’m proud to be a part of this collaborative effort.
Enough about COVID-19; let’s talk about computing. Modern vector CPUs are practically
accelerators (listen to Professor Erik Lindahl’s comments in oneAPI: Why Should You Care?).
Taking advantage of vector processing is a regular topic in this magazine, but many Intel
CPUs also have an integrated graphics processor that can be used for general-purpose
computing. If you’re curious about offloading computations to this low-power accelerator, our
feature article, DPC++ for Intel® Processor Graphics Architecture, provides a step-by-step
case study.
If you prefer OpenMP, Using OpenMP Accelerator Offload for Programming
Heterogeneous Architectures and Delving into the Mysteries of OpenMP SIMD Support
show how to take advantage of the accelerator offload and vectorization directives,
respectively. Vectorization is often an inexpensive path to a significant performance boost,
and a good compiler can do much of the heavy lifting. Making the Most of Intel® Compiler
Optimization Reports helps the programmer assist the compiler to more effectively optimize
compute-intensive loops.
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Next, we turn our attention to distributed-memory parallelism and MPI performance tuning.
Hiding latency by overlapping computation and communication has long been conventional
wisdom for MPI programming, but demonstrating performance benefits has been elusive
ever since Where’s the Overlap? An Analysis of Popular MPI Implementations was
published over 20 years ago. My skepticism began to relax after Hiding Communication
Latency Using MPI-3 Non-Blocking Collectives (The Parallel Universe, issue 33) and MPI3 Non-Blocking I/O Collectives in Intel® MPI Library (The Parallel Universe, issue 35)
were published. Overlapping Computation and Communication in HPC Applications
further demonstrates the performance benefits of hiding communication latency. Making
HPC Clusters More Efficient Using Intel® MPI Library Tuning shows how to improve the
operational efficiency of clusters.
Finally, Venkat Krishnamurthy (vice president of product management at OmniSci) continues
his discussion of large-scale data analytics and the convergence of data science and
traditional analytics in Taking Data Science Applications to the Next Level with OmniSci.
That’s it for this issue. Here’s hoping the pandemic is under control by the next issue. As
always, don’t forget to check out Tech.Decoded for more information on Intel’s solutions
for code modernization, visual computing, data center and cloud computing, data science,
systems and IoT development, and heterogeneous parallel programming with oneAPI.

Henry A. Gabb
July 2020
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DPC++ for Intel® Processor
Graphics Architecture
How to Offload Compute-Intensive Code to Intel® GPUs

Rama Malladi, Graphics Performance Modeling Engineer, Intel Corporation

Intel® Processor Graphics Architecture is an Intel® technology that provides graphics, compute, media,
and display capabilities for many of Intel’s system-on-a-chip (SoC) products. The Intel Processor
Graphics Architecture is informally known as “Gen,” shorthand for generation. Each release of the
architecture has a corresponding version indicated after the word “Gen.” For example, the latest release
of Intel Graphics Architecture is Gen11. Over the years, they have evolved to offer excellent graphics
(3D rendering and media performance) and general-purpose compute capabilities with up to 1
TFLOPS (trillion floating-point operations per second) of performance.
For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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In this article, we’ll explore the general-purpose compute capabilities of the Intel Processor Graphics
Gen9 and Gen11 architectures and how to program them using Data Parallel C++ (DPC++) in the
Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit. Specifically, we’ll look at a case study that shows programming and
performance aspects of the two Gen architectures using DPC++.

Intel Processor Graphics: Architecture Overview by Gen
Intel Processor Graphics is a power-efficient, high-performance graphics and media accelerator
integrated on-die with the Intel® CPU. The integrated GPU shares the last-level cache (LLC) with the
CPU, which permits fine-grained, coherent data sharing at low latency and high bandwidth. Figure 1
shows the SoC with Gen11 graphics. The on-die integration enables much lower power consumption
than a discrete graphics card.

1

Intel Processor Graphics Gen11 SoC (part of the larger CPU SoC)
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Figure 2 shows the architecture block diagram of a Gen9 GPU. The GPU contains many execution
units (EUs), each capable of doing single instruction, multiple data (SIMD) computations. A collection
of eight EUs would be a subslice. Each subslice has:
• An instruction cache
• L1/L2 sampler caches
• Memory load/store unit ports

These subslices are aggregated to form a slice, which consists of a shared L3 cache (coherent with the
CPU) and a banked shared local memory (SLM). An Intel integrated GPU might have one or more such
slices. In such a configuration, the L3 is connected to multiple slices via an interconnect fabric.

2

Intel® Gen9 GPU Architecture

Figure 3 shows some details of the EU in the Gen9 architecture. The EU supports multithreading
with up to seven threads per EU, with each thread having 128 SIMD-8 32-bit registers. An EU can
issue up to four instructions per cycle. (Learn more about architecture details and benchmarking
of Intel GPUs here.) For example, the peak theoretical GFLOPS for the hardware can be calculated as
(EUs)*(SIMD units/EU)*(FLOPS per cycle/SIMD unit)*(Freq GHz).

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Subslice and EU architecture details

When you’re programming a device such as a GPU, getting the best performance requires language
constructs that map well to the hardware features available. Several APIs are available, but let’s take a
deep dive into oneAPI.

oneAPI and DPC++
oneAPI is an open, free, and standards-based programming model that provides portability and
performance across accelerators and generations of hardware. oneAPI includes DPC++, the core
programming language for code reuse across various hardware targets. You can find more details in
my previous article, Heterogeneous Programming Using oneAPI (The Parallel Universe, issue 39).
DPC++ includes:
• A Unified Shared Memory feature for easy host-device memory management
• OpenCL-style NDRange subgroups to aid vectorization
• Support for generic/function pointers
• And many other features

This article presents a case study that converts a CUDA code to DPC++.

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Case Study: Compute Kernel Execution on Intel Processor Graphics
Let’s look at the Hogbom Clean imaging algorithm, widely used in processing radio astronomy
images. This imaging algorithm has two hotspots:
• Find Peak

• SubtractPSF

For brevity, we’ll focus on the performance aspects of Find Peak. The original implementation was

in C++, OpenMP, CUDA, and OpenCL. The host CPU offloads the CUDA and OpenCL kernels onto the
GPU when available. (CUDA is a proprietary approach to offload computations to only NVidia GPUs.)
Figures 4 and 5 show snippets of the host and device code, respectively.

4

Find Peak host code: C++, CUDA

5

Find Peak device code: CUDA
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We can manually replace the CUDA code with DPC++, or we can use the DPC++ Compatibility
Tool (DPCT). DPCT assists in migrating CUDA programs to DPC++ (Figures 6 and 7). It just requires
the Intel oneAPI Base Toolkit and the NVIDIA CUDA header. Invoking the DPCT tool to migrate an
example.cu file is as simple as:

For migrating applications with many CUDA files, we can use the DPCT options --in-root to set the
location of program sources and --out-root for writing the DPCT migrated code. If the application
uses make or cmake, it’s recommended that migration be done using intercept-build. This

creates a compilation database file (.json file) with the compiler invocations (the input file names
for both the host C++ code and the device CUDA code and the associated compiler options).

Specifically, for migrating Hogbom Clean CUDA code to DPC++, we can either invoke the DPCT tool on
the HogbomCuda.cu file which has the CUDA kernels or use intercept-build. By default, the migrated
code gets the file name extension dp.cpp.

Let’s review the migrated DPC++ code (Figures 6-9) and compare with the original CUDA code
(Figures 4 and 5).

Data Parallel C++

A Standards-Based, Cross-Architecture Language
For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Find Peak DPC++ host code migrated using DPCT

7

Comparison of CUDA host code versus migrated DPC++ host code
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8

Find Peak DPC++ device DPCT migrated code

9

Comparison of Find Peak CUDA kernel versus migrated DPC++ device kernel
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Some key aspects of a DPC++ code include the invocation of device code using SYCL queues, a
lambda function handler for executing the device code, and, optionally, a parallel_for construct

for multithreaded execution. The migrated DPC++ code here uses the unified shared memory (USM)
programming model and allocates memory on the device for data being read/written by the device
kernels. Since this is a device allocation, explicit data copy needs to be done from host to device and
vice versa. We can also allocate the memory as shared and it can be accessed and updated by both
the host and the device. Not shown here is non-USM code, in which data transfers are done using
SYCL buffers and accessors.
The DPCT-migrated code determines the current device and creates a queue for that device (calls to
get_current_device() and get_default_queue()). To offload DPC++ code to the GPU, we

need to create a queue with the parameter sycl::gpu_selector. The data to be processed should
be made available on the device and to the kernel that executes on the GPU. The dimensions and size
of the data being copied into and out of the GPU are specified by sycl::range, sycl::nd_range. When
using DPCT, each source line in the CUDA code is migrated to equivalent DPC++ code. For the Find

Peak device kernel code (d_findPeak), the DPC++ code generated (from CUDA code) is nearly a oneto-one equivalent migration. Hence, DPCT is a very powerful tool for quick porting and prototyping.
The migrated DPC++ code comparison versus CUDA code is shown Figures 7 and 9.
Having migrated the code to DPC++ using DPCT, our next task is to check correctness and efficiency.
In some cases, the DPCT tool may replace preprocessor directive variables with their values. We may
need a manual fix to undo this replacement. We may also get compilation errors with the migrated
code that indicates a fix (e.g., replacing CUDA threadId.x with an equivalent nd_range accessor).
The Hogbom Clean application code has a correctness checker that helped us validate the results

produced by the migrated DPC++ code. The correctness check was done by comparing results from
the DPC++ code execution on the GPU and a baseline C++ implementation on the host CPU.
Now we can determine the efficiency of the migrated DPC++ code on a GPU by analyzing its
utilization (EU occupancy, use of caches, SP or DP FLOPS) and data transfer between host and device.
Some of the parameters that have an impact on GPU utilization are the workgroup sizes/range
dimensions. In the Hogbom Clean application, for Find Peak, these are nBlocks and findPeakWidth.
To illustrate the performance impact and tuning opportunity, Figure 10 shows a performance profile
collected using nBlocks values set to 24 and 4. The findPeakWidth was set to 256. The profile

was collected with Intel® VTune™ Profiler, which supports GPU profiling. Tuning is more explicitly

required when using DPCT because the parameters that are efficient for an NVidia GPU using CUDA
may not be the most efficient for an Intel GPU executing DPC++ code. Table 1 shows the stats
collected on Gen9 (48 EUs).

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Hogbom Clean profile on Gen9 for two values of nBlocks = (a) 24 and (b) 4

Table 1. Performance metrics on Gen9 GPU for the Find Peak hotspot

In addition to GPU utilization and efficiency optimizations, the data transfer between host and
device should also be tuned. The Hogbom Clean application has multiple calls to Find Peak, and
SubtractPSF kernels and the data used by these kernels can be resident on the device. Thus, they
don't require reallocation and/or copy from host to device, or vice versa. (We’ll discuss some of these
optimizations related to data transfers and USM in future articles.)

Writing Better Algorithms
Understanding the Intel Processor Graphics Architecture and DPC++ features can help you write better
algorithms and portable implementations. In this article, we reviewed some details of the architecture
and explored a case study using DPC++ constructs and DPCT. It’s important to tune the kernel
parameters to get best performance on Intel GPUs, especially when using DPCT. We recommend trying
the Intel® DevCloud to develop, test, and run applications on the latest Intel hardware and software.

Meet the Intel® DevCloud

A Development Sandbox for Data Center to Edge Workloads
Develop, test, and run your workloads for free on a cluster of the latest Intel® hardware and software.
With integrated Intel® optimized frameworks, tools, and libraries, you'll have everything you need for
your projects.

Get Started >
Get Started
For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Using OpenMP Accelerator Offload
for Programming Heterogenous
Architectures
How to Use OpenMP Directives for Accelerator Offload

Jose Noudohouenou, Software Engineer, and Nitya Hariharan, Application Engineer,
Intel Corporation

OpenMP has supported accelerator offload since version 4.0. The Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit (beta)
provides support for OpenMP offload with Intel® C, C++, and Fortran compilers. This article shows
how to get started with the OpenMP offload directives. We’ll discuss some of the pragmas provided
in the standard, show how to compile such programs, and provide an example application that shows
you the code modifications necessary for OpenMP accelerator offload. We also show how to use the
Intel® VTune™ Profiler and Intel® Advisor tools to identify performance hotspots and optimize the code.

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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OpenMP Offload Directives
The OpenMP declare target directive is used to map, and make accessible, a function,

subroutine, or variables on an accelerator device. The target map directive maps data to the device
environment and executes the offload code on the device. Additional map types in the map clause
specify the mapping of data between the host and device:
• to:x specifies the data will be read-only on the device.
• from:x specifies data is write-only on the device.

• tofrom:x specifies data is in a read-write mode on both the host and the device.

The code snippet in Figure 1 is a simple SAXPY example with four offload variants:
• DEFAULT
• TEAMS

• THREADS

• TEAM_THREADS

Each uses different OpenMP directives. The DEFAULT variant uses the basic OpenMP offload directive.
The TEAMS variant uses the num_teams clause to create thread teams. There's no specification of

the number of teams and threads. These are chosen at runtime. The THREADS variant is similar to the
TEAMS variant, with the number of threads per team specified by the thread_limit clause. The
TEAM_THREADS variant specifies both the number of teams and the number of threads per team.

1

Code snippet showing SAXPY code with four OpenMP offload variants

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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The SAXPY offload variants can be called as a regular routine in a main program and the default variant
can be compiled as follows.

The -fiopenmp option enables the transformation of OpenMP in LLVM. The -fopenmp-targets=spir64
option tells the compiler to generate an x86 + SPIR64 fat binary for the GPU device. (You can learn
more about the compilation process here or here.)
To compile the other variants, use the corresponding -D flag (e.g., use -DTEAMS to compile the TEAMS
variant). Run the program as follows:

Case Study: Quantum Chromodynamics
In this section, we’ll look at incorporating OpenMP offload pragmas into the MILC application. We use a NUC
machine, which has an Intel® Core™ i7-6770HQ CPU running at 2.60GHz and an integrated Intel® Iris® Pro
Graphics 580 (rev09) GPU. The Gen9 has 72 execution units (EUs) including three slices, three subslices per
slice, and eight EUs per subslice. It also has an L3 cache size of 3 * 512KB = 1.5MB and LLC = 8MB (shared with
the CPU cores). All MILC runs use the wx12t12.in input file.
We'll focus on enabling OpenMP offload. We start by profiling the code using Intel Advisor to identify the
performance hotspots. Table 1 presents the top four hotspots on the host CPU. These code regions are
good candidates for offloading to the Gen9. For each of these hotspots, we add the TEAM_THREADS
variant of OpenMP pragmas. The corresponding code snippets are shown in Figures 2 to 5.
Table 1. Top MILC hotspots identified by the Offload Advisor tool of Intel Advisor Beta

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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MILC dslash kernel codelet1

Table 2 shows Intel VTune Profiler GPU offload analysis for each MILC codelet executed on the Gen9.
Along with the hotspots, the analysis provides information regarding the SIMD width (Swidth), either 8 or

16, used within a code region, which can then be used to tune the code to get an optimal thread_limit

value. The num_teams value is straightforward and can be set to the number of EUs. The thread_limit

value requires some information about the loop stride. If the loop stride is 1, the optimal thread_limit
is the number of hardware threads per EU (Nthreads) * Swidth. If the stride is greater than 1, then

thread_limit is the first multiple of Swidth that is greater or equal to stride. The local and global
work sizes, LWS and GWS, respectively, are determined using these equations:

The Gen9 has seven hardware threads per EU and 72 EUs. All codelets use an LWS of 112, except
multicg_offset_codelet1, which uses 56. The GWS of dslash_codelet1, dslash_codelet2,

and multicg_offset_codelet2 is 112 * 72. The GWS for multicg_offset_codelet1 is 56 * 31. In

multicg_offset_codelet1, there’s a reduction operation that requires syncing between concurrent
threads while each thread performs low-compute activities. So, to reduce synchronization costs, it’s
better to use fewer EUs to run this codelet. Also, in terms of efficiency, the percentage of the total
thread count (initially allocated) that will be used to run multicg_offset_codelet1 kernel

or loop instances is high and equal to 97.23% when setting num_teams to 31. The Call Counts
column represents the number of times these codelets are called, while the GPU memory

bandwidth shows the data read/write rates per codelet. All these characteristics have an impact on
every hotspot performance.

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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MILC dslash kernel codelet2

4

MILC multicg offset codelet1
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Table 2. Intel VTune Profiler GPU Offload Analysis of the MILC team offload
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MILC multicg offset codelet2

Achieving Optimal Performance
OpenMP offload support, now provided as part of the Intel oneAPI Base Toolkit, lets you easily migrate
compute-intensive parts of your application to accelerators. Follow the methodology we’ve outlined
to identify code regions that are suitable for offloading, along with the appropriate OpenMP offload
pragmas, then using profiling and tuning to achieve optimal performance.

ARTICLE HIGHLIGHTS
Treatise of Medical Image Processing COVID-19 Experiment Using Intel®
oneAPI DevCloud
Data scientists use Intel® AI Analytics Toolkit on the Intel® DevCloud to detect COVID-19 in chest
scans, helping save lives.

Read On >
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Delving into the Mysteries of
OpenMP Vectorization Support
How to Use the OpenMP SIMD Directive to Tell the Compiler What
Code to Vectorize

Clay P. Breshears, PhD, Principal Engineer, Omics Data Automation, Inc.

OpenMP was created over 20 years ago to provide a standard for compiler-directed threading that’s
easier to use and understand than an explicit threading library like pthreads. Many of the details about
creating and destroying, managing, and assigning computations to threads was abstracted away into
compiler directives. Modern CPUs have vector registers that allow the same instruction to be executed
on multiple pieces of data. Such instruction-level parallelism greatly improves performance and
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power efficiency. But, as with thread-level parallelism, the compiler sometimes needs help getting it
right. The SIMD (single-instruction, multiple data) directive and clauses were added to OpenMP to give
programmers a way to tell the compiler what computations can be vectorized.

Simple Vectorization Example
The code in Figure 1 is used to compute the value of π. This is done by calculating the area under the
curve of the function 4.0 / (1.0 + x2) for x between 0 and 1. The general process used in the code is
known as numerical integration or Riemann sums.

1

Riemann sums serial code

If you think back to your linear algebra course, you should recall the midpoint rule of estimating the
area under the curve between fixed values on the x-axis. The interval is divided into some number
of equal-sized partitions. At the midpoint of each partition, the value of the function is computed.
The width of each partition is multiplied by the functional value of the midpoint (or height) to yield
the area of a rectangle mostly under the curve. The sum of the areas of all the rectangles across the
interval will yield a value that’s close to the actual numerical answer.

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Depending on the chosen width, there will be some parts of the rectangle that are outside the curve,
and some area under the curve that’s not within a rectangle. However, as the width decreases, or as the
number of rectangles increases, the more precise the estimate will be.
Notice that the loop in Figure 1 generates a set of values, one at a time, through the loop iterator, i. The
x variable holds the midpoint value, which is used to compute the functional value (the height of the

rectangle at the midpoint). This is added to the running total sum. Once the loop is complete, the width of
all the rectangles, which is fixed at width, is multiplied by the sum of heights to compute the area. (The
actual area multiplication could have been done within the loop before adding the value to sum, but, as

an optimization, it was pulled out of the loop and performed once rather than hundreds of thousands or
millions of times.)
Each iteration of the loop computing a rectangle’s area is independent. Thus, the loop could be threaded
with OpenMP and the partial answers generated within each thread summed together to arrive at an
answer. But that’s a topic for another article. The aim of this article is to show how this loop can be
vectorized.
The loop body is performing the same computations over and over again on a range of values generated
by each loop iteration. These are an addition and multiplication to compute x and a multiplication,

addition, and division added to sum. If sets of those values could be loaded into a vector register, those
computations could be executed in fewer instruction cycles. Just for the sake of oversimplification, a

back-of-the-envelope calculation shows each loop iteration above performing six arithmetic operations
10 million times. By packing four or eight values into one register and performing the arithmetic operation
on all of those values in a single instruction, the number of instructions executed would go from 60 million
scalar instructions to 15 million or 7.5 million vector instructions.

Simple Use of OpenMP SIMD Directives
Since vector registers need to be populated with multiple values, the basic OpenMP SIMD directive
omp simd is used to vectorize loops that are “generating” multiple values and performing the same

computations on each. Figure 2 shows the loop from Figure 1 with the added OpenMP directive. This
informs the compiler that the computations within the loop can be converted from scalar to vectorize
operations.

Intel® DevCloud

A Development Sandbox for Data Center to Edge Workloads
For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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Example of OpenMP omp simd directive to vectorize a loop

Each num_rects iteration can be “bundled” together (each with the corresponding values of the loop

iterator, i) into a logical iteration where the loop body’s operations are carried out on each of the bundled
iterations through supported SIMD hardware. The OpenMP standard calls these bundles of iterations a
“SIMD chunk.” The number of serial iterations that are placed into a SIMD chunk will depend on:
• The hardware and instruction set support for vector operations at execution
• The size of the values being operated on
• Other implementation-specific factors

Table 1 shows some timing results for the two versions of the Riemann sums code. There’s an obvious
performance advantage to vectorizing this code.
Table 1. Timing results of serial and vectorized Riemann sums code

For more complete information about compiler optimizations, see our Optimization Notice.
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There are several clauses we can add to the SIMD directive. If you’re familiar with OpenMP (and as seen in
the example above), you can use the private and reduction clauses as needed. There are other, more
specific, clauses used with the SIMD directive that can give better hints to the compiler about memory

layout/access patterns that would produce better code or overcome some of the compiler’s conservative
tendencies (e.g., the safelen clause discussed below). This article doesn’t go into all of the available
clauses. Consult the OpenMP specification for complete details.

Advantages of the Intel® Compiler
Before going into more details about OpenMP SIMD support, a confession about the results presented
in Table 1 is in order. The Intel® Compiler has been improved over the years and benefits from intimate
knowledge of the vector hardware changes and currently supported vector instructions in Intel CPUs—so
much so that the loop in Figure 2 really doesn’t need the hints provided by the OpenMP SIMD directive
to recognize the vector possibilities and to vectorize the code. The confession is that the serial code
was compiled with optimization disabled (via the -O0 flag) to prevent the compiler from automatically
vectorizing or parallelizing the loop.

The compiler optimization report provides insights into what the compiler finds on its own with regard to
vector and parallel optimizations. Plus, for those loops we assume can be vectorized, we can also use the
generated optimization reports to determine why the compiler decided not to vectorize. Then, we can
reexamine the code and consider transformations to allow vectorization. This could be refactoring the
code to better order the operations or adding OpenMP SIMD directives and clauses to assure the compiler
that vectorization is safe.
As a quick example, Figure 3 shows the compilation command on the original serial code (Figure 1) to
determine what the compiler sees with respect to vectorization.

3

Compiling with vectorization optimization report flags

This will generate a pi.optrpt output file containing the information shown in Figure 4.
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Output vectorization report

In the actual code that was compiled, line 16 is the for-loop and line 17 is the assignment of x. (I tried

casting the iteration variable, i, to double, but the emulation comment remained.) Thus, the compiler can
identify code that can be safely vectorized without any programmer intervention.

If you suspect that a loop should be vectorizable, you can try adding OpenMP SIMD directives, recompiling
with the -fopenmp flag, and looking at the console output from the compiler. Even with SIMD directives,
if the compiler is unable to safely vectorize the loop, it will give a warning message along the lines of
Figure 5.

5

Compiler output for non-vectorizable code
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At this point, use the -qopt-report option to request an optimization report from the compiler to

determine why it was unable to vectorize the code. With this information, you can reevaluate the code with
an eye toward:
• Refactoring it to remove the impediment
• Adding some clauses to the directive that assure the compiler that vectorization is saf
• Examining the loop for other possible optimizations

[Editor’s note: See Making the Most of Intel® Compiler Optimization Reports in this issue for a more indepth discussion of compiler optimization reports and the information they contain.]

The safelen Clause
Now let’s consider the function shown in Figure 6.

6

Another loop for possible vectorization

This code is taking two floating point arrays (A, B), some scaling factor (scale), and start and end (s, e)

positions of the first array to be updated by adding a scaled value from a corresponding element of the
second array. This is a floating-point, multiply-add operation that’s typically vectorizable if there’s no
overlap between the A and B arrays.

If B is part of A, but a part that has higher index values (i.e., “further” down in the A array than the current
element being computed), the code has an anti-dependency, or a write-after-read dependency. For
example, if B is A offset by two elements, consider this (size 4) SIMD chunk of the inner loop above:
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There’s no problem with vectorization because the current values of A[k+2] to A[k+5] are copied

into a vector register, multiplied by scale, then added to the current values of A[k] to A[k+3] (also
loaded into a vector register).

The third case, where B is A offset by a negative value, the code has a true dependency, or read-after-write
dependency, that can cause problems if vectorized. Consider the case of a -2 offset. The SIMD chunk
shown above would unwind to:

It should be obvious that there’s a problem reading the original values of A[k] and A[k+1] before
the updated (correct) values have been written into them. This is where knowing the safe minimum
length of SIMD chunks is given to the compiler through the safelen clause, if the minimum value

of the offset is known. If the gap between elements will never be less than, say, 12 between A and B

(whenever those two arrays are actually part of the same array), the original function given in Figure 6 can
be vectorized with OpenMP, as shown in Figure 7. The compiler now has the assurance to construct
vector code that will be safe for vector lengths of 12 elements or less.

7

Use of the safelen clause to tell compiler the safe length of vectors
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Note that using the Intel compiler on the original scale() function (Figure 6) will generate a

vectorized version of the code. This is because there’s a loop contained in the code and it appears
to be safe. However, since there’s a chance there could be a true dependency, the compiler also
generates the serial version of the loop. At runtime, the addresses of the A and B parameters are

compared, and the correct choice of compiled code will be executed.

Return of the Simple Example
As I mentioned at the end of the previous section, the Intel compiler will generate vectorized code
when it knows it's safe to do so. Otherwise, it will generate serial code. But what about a loop that
contains a call to a user-defined function? If that function isn’t inlined, there’s no way for the compiler
to know if the loop can be vectorized safely.
Figures 8 and 9 show a restructured version of the Riemann sums code that’s been split into two
files. Figure 8, pi_func.cc, is the computation of the functional value at the ith midpoint within the

bounds of the curve for which we’re computing the area. Figure 9, pi_driver.cc, is the main body
of the Riemann sums driver code.

8

Separate file holding the computation from the original example

BLOG HIGHLIGHTS
GPU Quicksort: How to Move from OpenCL™ to DPC++
Data Parallel C++ (DPC++) is a heterogeneous, portable programming language based on
the Khronos SYCL standard. This single-source programming language can target an array of
platforms: CPUs, integrated and discrete GPUs, FPGAs, and other accelerators. To give you an
idea of what DPC++ can do, we’ll port a non-trivial OpenCL™ application, GPU-Quicksort, to
DPC++ and document the experience.

Read On >
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Driver code to call a user-defined function from within the loop

One advantage of constructing the code this way is the ability to substitute almost any computational
function, which will make the driver code a more general Riemann sums algorithm. The print
statement would need to be changed and the function name updated to something more generic;
then, whichever computational function is desired for processing is simply linked to the driver.
Without a loop in the pi_func.cc file (Figure 8), the compiler is unable to vectorize that computation.
With the user-defined pi_func() call in the loop (Figure 9), the compiler has no idea whether the

code can be vectorized. In fact, compiling the pi_func.cc file with the report-generating options for
vectorization will give an empty report.

The declare simd directive can be used to tell the compiler to vectorize code that the programmer
knows is safe. The first step is to add the pragma shown in Figure 10 to the function pi_func().

10

Adding declare simd to denote that the function is vectorizable
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This is also done at the extern declaration in the driver code file (Figure 11). Then, to complete
the process, the loop containing the call to pi_func() needs to be denoted as vectorizable in
much the way it was in the original example.

11

Relevant code lines from Figure 9 with added OpenMP SIMD directives

The compilation process of the pi_func() code will create a vectorized version of the function,

say vec_pi_func(). Within the driver function, the loop body will be altered to call a vectorized

version of the function vec_pi_func(). Essentially, if the vector length supported by the hardware

and the data style was four, the four calls of pi_func() with parameter values i, i+1, i+2, and i+3

would be substituted for a single call to the vectorized version, vec_pi_func(), with the four values
copied into a vector register for vector execution.

Table 2 shows some timing results from running the two versions of the separated Riemann sums
code with the function value calculation set off in a separate file. The vectorized version makes use of
the declare simd clause for vectorization. The vectorized version in this example is demonstrably
faster than the serial code, though not as much as the original version shown at the outset.

Table 2. Execution times for serial and vectorized compilations of Riemann Sums code with
user-defined function
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Reducing Execution Time
For those computations that can be executed at the same time, a vectorized solution, on hardware that
supports such execution, will reduce execution time by actually making multiple computations within the
same machine cycles. This even applies to parallelized code. (Try this exercise: Take the original Riemann
sums code given [Figure 1] and make the for-loop both threaded and vectorized.)
In straightforward cases, the Intel compiler will be able to automatically vectorize loops of computations at
the appropriate compiler optimization levels. The optimization reports from the Intel compiler will give you
information about what was vectorized and what wasn’t (and why it wasn’t vectorized). In the latter case, if
you believe the compiler has been too conservative, you can restructure the code or add OpenMP SIMD
directives and clauses to give the compiler hints about what is safe to vectorize. For the full range of SIMD
pragmas and clauses, consult the OpenMP documentation for the version supported by your compiler.

Compilation and Execution Details
• All compilation and execution were done on the Intel® DevCloud.
• The Intel compiler version used was 19.1 20200306.
• Executions were done in an interactive session on Intel® Xeon® Platinum processors with
384 GB memory. The session was launched with the following command: qsub -I -l
nodes=1:plat8153:ppn=2 -d .

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
New Study Finds oneAPI Programming Model Saves Time and Money
A new research report from J. Gold Associates details the enterprise and developer benefits of
transitioning to oneAPI. Learn what enterprises need to move toward a new cross-architecture
model, how it will benefit organizations in cost and time savings, and oneAPI’s open approach to
achieving this goal.

Read On >
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Making the Most of Intel®
Compiler Optimization Reports
Sometimes, the Compiler Can Help You Write Faster Code

Mayank Tiwari, Technical Consulting Engineer, and Rama Malladi, Graphics Performance
Modeling Engineer, Intel Corporation

Improving the performance of an application typically takes two types of optimizations, algorithmic
and architectural. Most programmers are familiar with algorithmic optimizations, which are taught in
computer science programs. But architectural optimizations aren’t as straightforward. They require
knowledge of the underlying architecture—plus support from tools like compilers, profilers, and
libraries—to use
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the hardware as efficiently as possible. Modern compilers are powerful and can perform a lot of code
transformations and optimizations to improve application performance. They can also give programmers
useful feedback to tune the code for additional performance.
In this article, we’ll discuss one such feature in the Intel® C, C++, and Fortran compilers known as
Optimization Reports. Each report is a text file generated alongside the compiled object/binary file
that can give insights into code generated by the compiler. The report includes information on loop
transformations, vectorization, inlining, and other optimizations.

Generating the Optimization Report
To generate the optimization report in Linux and macOS, use the compiler option -qopt-report[=n].

In Windows, use /Qopt-report[:n]. The n is optional and indicates the level of detail in the report.
Valid values are 0 (no report) through 5 (detailed). For levels n=1 through n=5, each level includes

all the information of the previous level, and potentially some additional information. We’ll discuss
reports generated using level n=5 and only focus on loop optimizations performed by Intel C and C++
compilers. (In future articles, we’ll discuss other opt-report topics.)

Loop Transformations
Loops are one of the most important control flow statements in programming languages. They’re
often great targets for optimization, since a small optimization can impact a large number
of instructions and improve overall performance. Compilers specially target loops to apply
transformations like loop unrolling, loop fusion, and loop interchange. You can see all these
transformations through compiler reports and funnel the feedback to the compiler for better
performance.
Figure 1 shows a matrix multiplication code snippet with matrixA, matrixB, and matrixC of

dimension (size * size). For illustration, size is set to 256 and matrixA and matrixB are

populated with random elements between 1 and 10. To begin, we compile this example using Intel®
C++ compiler 2020.
Windows:
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Linux:

The generated binary was named matrix1 and the corresponding optimization report matrix1.optrpt,
which includes all the information provided by the compiler as part of the optimization report at level
n=5 and at optimization level O1.

1

Matrix multiplication code

Since this is the first compiler optimization report we’ve generated, we’ll break it up into parts to understand
it. The very first thing we see in the optimization report is the compiler version and compiler options set:

This is followed by some inlining metrics (which we’ll cover in future articles). In the section
Report from: Loop nest, Vector & Auto-parallelization optimizations

[loop, vec, par] we can review the loop optimizations done by the compiler. Since we’ve

used the /O1 option to compile our code, this is an indication to the compiler to disable all looprelated optimizations. The optimization report shows this message:
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The rest of the optimization report contains details on code generation (CG) optimizations, inlining,
interprocedural optimizations (IPO), and offload (if any).
We encourage you to run the code snippet in Figure 1 and measure the execution time. On our test
system, we observed approximately 15ms using the /O1 compiler option. Now let’s try the default
compiler option /O2.
Windows:

Linux:

With /O2, the optimization report gets updated with some extra information. The very first change we
can see is the updated compiler options listing, which is now /O2:

Another big change in the report is the inclusion of the loop optimization report. For example, loops at lines
56 and 57 are collapsed/fused and replaced with memset(); set matrixC to zero. memset() is much
more efficient than the for-loop, since it uses vector or rep move instructions to initialize an array.

If we scroll further, we see the following optimization remark for the outermost loop at line 63:
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This optimization remark shows a very clever loop transformation by the compiler. Called loop
interchange or loopnest interchange, this optimization exchanges the inner loop with the outer loop.
With a loop variable used as an index into an array, this transformation can, in some cases, improve the
locality of reference (cache hits). The remark ( 1 2 3 ) --> ( 1 3 2 ) conveys that the compiler changed the
execution of lines 63, 64, and 65 to 63, 65, and 64. This means that matrix multiplication is now being
computed as shown in Figure 2.

2

Matrix multiplication code after loop interchange applied by the compiler

On our test system, the execution time with the /O2 option was approximately 4ms—which translates
to a speedup of approximately 4x compared to the /O1 option. This highlights the benefit of

compiler optimizations (e.g., better cache locality). Using compiler option /O3, we see more aggressive

optimizations being applied and more loop transformations in the code. The updated optimization report
has this info:

With /O3, the compiler unrolled and jammed the loop at line 65 by a factor of 4. Loop unrolling and

jamming inflates the loop body and brings down the number of loop iterations. This increases processor
utilization and reduces the number of conditional and increment operations in the loop execution—often
resulting in higher performance. However, the execution time after /O3 optimization was still about 4ms,
so this loop transformation didn’t benefit for this code example.
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Loop Unswitching
Let’s look at another code where the compiler implements loop unswitching. In this transformation, a
conditional statement inside a loop (Figure 3) is changed into an if-else clause by duplicating the
loop body. The transformed loops will be easier for the compiler to optimize.

3

Example code to illustrate the loop unswitching optimization

If c is kept uninitialized or initialized with random value, the compiler generates two loops:
1. One with an if condition

2. One with an else condition

We can verify this with the opt-report remark : conditional statement that’s been hoisted out
of the loop:

Figure 4 shows the transformed code.

4

Loop unswitching optimization applied to a loop body
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When c is initialized to 0 or 1, no new version is generated, since the value was resolved at compile time.
You can verify this as an exercise.

Loop Distribution
Another example of loop optimization by the compiler is loop distribution. If a loop body is big and has
independent statements, the compiler can distribute the loop into several loops. We can force such an
optimization by using #pragma distribute point. When this is placed inside the loop, the compiler

will attempt to distribute the loop at that point in the code. The compiler will ignore all dependencies in the
loop body. Figure 5 shows an example of code for loop distribution.

5

Loop distribution optimization applied to a loop body

In the compiler report, we can see that the loop has been distributed into two loops and the loop details
are presented for both the chunks separately.

Loop Multi-Versioning
Loop multi-versioning is another optimization the compiler can perform when it has doubts over a
potential vectorized and scalar result mismatch. Here, the compiler generates two loops, one scalar and
one vectorized. It performs a sanity check for the vectorized loop’s results by inserting a runtime loop.
The compiler decides to vectorize the loop only if the results are the same for both the loops, and if it can
predict a benefit from vectorization. The programmer can suppress this multi-versioning either by resolving
the potential mismatch issue (for instance, by removing any aliasing concern or dependencies) or by
forcibly vectorizing the loop. In those scenarios, no multi-versioning optimization will be applied.
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Loop multi-versioning optimization applied to a loop body

In the code shown in Figure 6, due to assumed data dependence, the compiler goes for a multi-versioning
optimization of the loops as mentioned in the compiler report.

Inline Function Expansion
Another optimization by many modern compilers is inline function expansion. For example, the math
functions abs(), sin(), and cos() are inlined by the compiler. Loops with these function calls can’t be

vectorized, so the compiler prefers to remove and inline these functions. This optimization is also listed in
the optimization report (as shown below).

Here, sz is the size of the routine, isz is the size of the routine when inlined, and isz indicates the code
bloat of the routine when inlined. The smaller a routine's size, the more likely it will be inlined.
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Code Generation, High-Level, and Loop Optimizations
In this article, we’ve dealt with several loop optimizations done by Intel C/C++ Compiler and understood
them better using the optimization reports that were generated. Some details not dealt with here
include code generation optimizations such as instruction scheduling, register allocation, and data-flow
analysis and tuning. We encourage you to examine compiler optimization reports and try to apply the
recommendations for better performance.

References
1. Intel® C++ Compiler 19.1 Developer Guide and Reference
2. Intel® C++ Compiler
3. Engineering a Compiler by Keith Cooper and Linda Torczon.

RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS
Aurora Workshop Helps Researchers Prep for Exascale Computing
With the Aurora exascale system's 2021 arrival date drawing closer, the Argonne Leadership
Computing Facility (ALCF) has been ramping up its efforts to ready the system and its future
users for science in the exascale era.
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Overlapping Computation and
Communication in HPC Applications
Improving MPI Performance by Hiding Latency

Fabio Baruffa, PhD, Senior Software Applications Engineer, Intel Corporation

Scaling MPI applications on large HPC systems requires efficient communication patterns.
Whenever possible, the application needs to overlap communication and computation to hide the
communication latency. In previous articles, we’ve discussed implementing the non-blocking collective
communications provided by Intel® MPI Library for speeding up non-blocking communication and I/O
collective operations (see Hiding Communication Latency Using MPI-3 Non-Blocking Collectives
and MPI-3 Non-Blocking I/O Collectives in Intel® MPI Library). These improvements are based on
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the asynchronous progress threads support that allows the Intel MPI Library to perform
communication and computation in parallel. This article will focus on non-blocking point-to-point
communication, mainly the MPI_Isend and MPI_Irecv functions, and how an efficient ghost cell

exchange mechanism for a domain decomposition code can effectively hide communication latency
in MPI applications.

Benchmarking the Point-to-Point Overlap
To test the ability of Intel MPI Library to overlap communication and computation, we’ve implemented
a simple ping-pong benchmark, where computation is simulated by the sleep function and the
communication uses the non-blocking send (Isend) and receive (Irecv). This is similar to the
approach used by Wittmann et al in Asynchronous MPI for the Masses.
We’ll set up the benchmark so that the first task initializes the communication with MPI_Isend,

sleeps for time Tcpu to simulation computation, then posts an MPI_Wait while the second task posts
an MPI_Irecv. This is performed several times to collect enough statistical data (in our case, we run
it for 100 iterations). Here’s the code snippet:

We measure the total time Tt of the benchmark and the time of the compute part Tcpu and, in case of

no-asynchronous progress, the total time Tt = Tcpu + Tc where Tc is the communication time. When

asynchronous communication is enabled, the total time of the benchmark results in Tt = max(Tcpu, Tc),

showing an overlap between computation and communication.

Using Intel MPI Library release_mt version, the following environment variable must be set to enable
the asynchronous progress thread feature:
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(Find more details in the Intel® MPI Library Developer Guide for Linux* OS and Intel® MPI Library
Developer Reference for Linux* OS.)
By default, one progress thread is generated per MPI task.
Figure 1 shows the results of our ping-pong benchmark. Different colors correspond to different
message sizes for the Isend/Irecv communication, starting from 16MB (blue lines) to 64MB (green
lines). Smaller messages might be sent as non-blocking, even for blocking communication, due to

the eager protocol for the MPI communication. The two lines with the same color correspond to the
cases with and without asynchronous progress enabled (triangle and circle markers, respectively).
The effectiveness of overlapping communication and computation is clearly visible in the behavior
of the 16MB async, 32MB async, and 64MPI async lines. The horizontal portions show that the total
time is dominated by communication overhead. Indeed, the compute time is completely invisible in
the timings. On the other hand, for larger compute times (represented by the x-axis), the total time is
dominated by the computation. The communication is completely hidden and Tt = Tcpu, resulting in
computation to communication overlap of 100%.

1

Overlap latency versus the working time for different message sizes. This experiment
uses two nodes with one MPI process per node.
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Ghost Cell Exchange in Domain Decomposition
To better investigate the performance benefit of the asynchronous progress threads, let’s
investigate the behavior of a typical domain decomposition application that uses a ghost cell
exchange mechanism. Figure 2 shows an example of two-dimensional domain partitioning in four
blocks, each assigned to a different MPI process (denoted by different colors). The white cells with
colored dots correspond to the cells that each process computes independently. The colored cells
at the borders of each sub-domain correspond to the ghost cells that must be exchanged with
neighboring MPI processes.

2

Example of two-dimensional domain partitioning

The benchmark application solves the diffusive heat equation in three dimensions, using 2D domain
decomposition with a stencil of one element in each direction. The general update scheme can be
summarized as follows:
• Copy data of the ghost cells to send buffers
• Halo exchange with Isend/Irecv calls

• Compute (part 1): Update the inner field of the domain
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• MPI_Waitall

• Copy data from receive buffers to the ghost cells
• Compute (part 2): Update the halo cells
• Repeat N times

The computation exhibits strong scaling with the number of MPI processes used to run the simulation.
The copy step is needed to fill the buffers used for the data exchange. In terms of simulation time, the
overhead of copying is negligible. The halo exchange is used for instantiating the communication of
the ghost cells, which are not used during computation of the inner field. Therefore, updating the inner
field can be executed asynchronously with respect to the halo exchange. The outer boundary of the
domain is ignored for simplicity.

Strong Scaling Benchmark
On a multi-node system, we measured how the number of iterations per second changes with increasing
resources. Each node is a two-socket, Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 processor system. Figure 3 shows
the results of strong scaling, where the problem size is fixed to a 64 x 64 x 64 grid and the number
of nodes increases. The difference between the blue and orange lines shows the performance
improvement if we overlap communication and computation using the asynchronous progress thread
implementation of Intel MPI Library. The improvement is significant, up to 1.9x for the eight-node case.
This is confirmed by plotting the computation and communication times (Figure 4). The blue lines
correspond to the standard MPI, while the orange correspond to the asynchronous progress thread
implementation. The compute and the communication time are represented in dashed and solid lines,
respectively. As the number of nodes increases, the benefit isn’t as high because the computation per
MPI process becomes smaller and the application is dominated by the communication overhead.

VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS
Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit Advanced Tools for Cross-Architecture
Application Performance
An overview of Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit, including the Data Parallel C++ compiler and
compatibility tool, oneAPI libraries, and advanced analysis and debug tools.
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3

Total number of iterations computed per second versus the number of nodes of the
system (higher is better). Grid size: 64 x 64 x 64. Two MPI processes per node.

4

Breakdown of the computation and communication times. Lower is better. Grid size:
64 x 64 x 64. Two MPI processes per node.
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Increasing the Number of MPI Processes per Node
At higher numbers of MPI processes per node, we increase the grid size to 128 x 128 x 128 in order to
have enough computation to be overlapped with the communication of the ghost cells. Figures 5 and 6
show the number of iterations per second versus the number of nodes for the 10 and 20 MPI processes
per node cases, respectively. For larger numbers of MPI processes, we need to balance the available
resources. Intel MPI Library lets us pin the MPI processes and the asynchronous progress thread to specific
CPU cores using these environment variables:

Using these environment variables and pinning the asynchronous thread close to the corresponding MPI
process gives best performance. We observed high speedups in both cases, up to 2.2x for the 16-node
case and 10 MPI processes per node.

5

Total number of iterations computed per second versus the number of nodes of the
system. Higher is better. Grid size: 128 x 128 x 128. Ten MPI processes per node.
We set export I_MPI_PIN_PROCESSOR_LIST=1,5,9,13,17,21,25,29,33,37 and export
I_MPI_ASYNC_PROGRESS_PIN=0,4,8,12,16,20,24,28,32,36 to balance resources and
pin the asynchronous thread close to the corresponding MPI process.
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Total number of iterations computed per second versus the number of nodes of the
system. Higher is better. Grid size: 128 x 128 x 128. Twenty MPI processes per node.
We set export I_MPI_PIN_PROCESSOR_LIST=1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19,21,23,25,27,29
,31,33,35,37,39 and export I_MPI_ASYNC_PROGRESS_PIN=0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,2
0,22,24,26,28,30,32,34,36,38 to balance resources and pin the asynchronous thread
close to the corresponding MPI process.

Weak Scaling Benchmark
For the last performance test, we performed a weak scaling investigation. In Figure 7, we report the
performance speedup when overlapping communication with computation, where we increase the grid
size by two along with the number of nodes, up to 128. The computation size and the number of MPI
processes per node is kept constant at four processes. The overall benefit is significant, up to a 32%
performance improvement for the largest test.
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Performance speedups for the weak scaling benchmark. Each bar shows the speedup
using the asynchronous progress thread. Higher is better.

Improving Speed and Scaling
We’ve investigated and analyzed the possibility of overlapping communication and computation for the
non-blocking point-to-point MPI functions using the asynchronous progress thread control provided by
Intel MPI Library. We showed the performance benefit of using this implementation for a typical domain
decomposition code using the ghost cells exchange mechanism. We believe applications with similar
communication patterns using the non-blocking Isend/Irecv scheme could observe similar speedups
and scaling behavior.

Configuration: Testing by Intel as of Feb. 14, 2020. Node configuration: 2x Intel® Xeon® Gold 6148 Processor CPU @ 2.40GHz, 20 cores per CPU, 96 GB per node, nodes connected by the
Intel® Omni-Path Fabric (Intel® OP Fabric), Intel® MPI Library 2019 update 4, release_mt, asynchronous progress control enabled via export I_MPI_ASYNC_PROGRESS=1, export I_MPI_
ASYNC_PROGRESS_THREADS=1. Intel’s compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors.
These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on
microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel
microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by
this notice. Notice revision #20110804.
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Making HPC Clusters More Efficient
Using Intel® MPI Library Tuning
Getting Performance Gains without Code Changes

Dr. Amarpal Singh Kapoor, Technical Consulting Engineer, and Marat Shamshetdinov,
Software Development Engineer, Intel Corporation

Procuring an HPC cluster demands careful performance and economic considerations. But it doesn’t
stop there. Operating an HPC cluster efficiently is equally important for environmental and economic
reasons—and it’s a continuous process that lasts throughout the service life of a cluster.
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There are many ways to improve cluster operating efficiency, but in this article we’ll limit our scope
to reducing costs using the tuning utilities available in Intel® MPI Library. These utilities can help
you tune your configurations to bring down the time to solution for MPI jobs on a cluster. They allow
you to do cluster-wide and application-specific tuning. Plus, these utilities don’t require source code
changes. They’re completely driven by the Intel MPI Library.
We’ll briefly describe four tuning utilities:
• MPItune
• Fast tuner
• Autotuner
• mpitune_fast

However, our focus will be on Autotuner and its benefits, including:
• Recommended procedures for autotuning
• A methodology to select candidate applications using Application Performance Snapshot (APS), part
of Intel® VTune™ Profiler
• Resulting performance improvements for the Intel® MPI Benchmarks (IMB)

We plan to extend this study to real HPC applications in a future article.

Version Details
This article uses two Intel® software tools
1. Intel MPI Library
2. Intel VTune Profiler

Both of these tools are available as part of Intel® Parallel Studio XE and Intel® oneAPI toolkits (Table 1).
Table 1. Packaging details for the tools covered in this article
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For this article, we used the Intel® oneAPI Base Toolkit and Intel® oneAPI HPC Toolkit. (The latest
version at the time of publication is 2021.1.0 beta07.) The tuning utilities of interest here will be
equally valid for Intel Parallel Studio XE users. We performed all tests in the Intel® oneAPI DevCloud,
an Ethernet-based cluster running Intel® Xeon® Gold 6128 processors (dual socket, 12 cores per
socket, HT enabled).

Tuning Utilities
The Intel MPI Library development team spends considerable effort on tuning to maintain best-in-class
latencies and bandwidths while transferring messages within and across nodes. As a result, the out-of-box
tuning in Intel MPI Library is generally good, but there might be corner cases that can benefit from
further tuning, e.g.:
• Untested numbers of ranks (-n) and ranks per node (-ppn) combinations
• Message sizes that are not powers of 2
• New network topologies
• Untested interconnects

In these cases, we can perform additional tuning to get better performance. Achieving even small
performance gains without code changes for the most time-consuming applications on a cluster, over
its entire service life, represents significant cost savings, load reductions, and increased job throughput.
MPItune and Fast Tuner have been part of the Intel MPI Library since 2018 and before. MPItune has a
large parameter space. It searches for optimal values of many variables, such as:
• I_MPI_ADJUST_<opname> family
• I_MPI_WAIT_MODE

• I_MPI_DYNAMIC_CONNECTION
• I_MPI_*_RADIX variables

• And others for different values of legal options, fabrics, total ranks, ranks per node

The tuning methodology is O(n), where n is the total number of possible test configurations. As a
result, this approach can get expensive. MPItune can be used both for cluster-wide tuning (by cluster
administrators) and application-specific tuning (by unprivileged users).
Fast Tuner is a way to overcome the high overhead of MPItune. Based on MPItune, Fast Tuner starts
off by generating an initial profile of an application to assemble a list of target MPI functions. After
this, Fast Tuner never invokes the real application again. Instead, it uses IMB as a surrogate for
generating a tuned configuration—bringing down the tuning overhead.
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Two more tuning utilities were introduced in the 2019 versions of Intel MPI Library:
1. Autotuner
2. mpitune_fast

Autotuner reduces the tuning scope to the I_MPI_ADJUST_<opname> family of environment

variables and limits tuning to the current configuration only (fabric, number of ranks, number of
ranks per node, etc.). Autotuner runs the application of interest and doesn’t have to rely on surrogate
benchmarks, as in Fast Tuner. Autotuner is also capable of generating independent tuning data for
different communicators of the same size in an application. A key differentiator for Autotuner is its
smart selection logic, which has zero overhead. Separate tuning runs aren’t required, unlike other
utilities, but may be optionally performed for even better performance in certain cases.
The last utility, mpitune_fast, lets us automatically set up the Intel MPI Library, launch it with

Autotuning enabled, and configure it for cluster tuning. The tool iteratively launches IMB with the
proper autotuner environment and generates a file with the tuning parameters for your cluster
configuration. After generating the tuning file, you can set it as default using the I_MPI_TUNING_BIN
environment variable for all applications on the cluster that use Intel MPI Library. mpitune_fast

supports Slurm and LSF workload managers. It automatically defines job-allocated hosts and performs
launches. Here’s the simplest way to invoke mpitune_fast:

We can customize our tuning run using additional options, such as:

Use the -h option to see the full list of options, i.e.:

The rest of this article will focus on Autotuner.

Selecting Applications to Tune with Autotuner
This step is optional. If you already know the performance characteristics of your application, you can
skip it. If not, you can use APS, a low-overhead tool designed to capture high-level application metrics.
To generate an APS profile, run these commands:
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Note the use of aps before the application name in the MPI run command. To collect deeper MPI
metrics, we need to set another environment variable:

Running this command generates a result folder named aps_result_<postfix>.
The following command generates a report (in HTML format) in addition to onscreen text output:

APS reports that the application is MPI-bound, and that Allreduce is the most time-consuming MPI
function (Figure 1). Since a collective communication function consumes the most time, this application
is a good candidate to tune through Autotuner. Equally favorable are situations where wait operations
arising from non-blocking collectives consume significant time. Autotuner doesn’t currently tune pointto-point communication.

1

Report from APS
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Autotuner can also perform communicator-specific tuning. Two communicators with the same size, but
different rank compositions, will receive separate tuning data from Autotuner. In some cases, you might want
to restrict tuning to only the most time-consuming communicators. This requires collecting communicator ID
data using additional environment variables (APS_STAT_LEVEL=3 and APS_COLLECT_COMM_IDS=1) as you
collect the APS profile. You can then view the communicator IDs using this command:

The number of MPI calls and message size are other important parameters to consider. For a given MPI
operation, message size, and communicator, Autotuner needs at least as many MPI calls as the number of
available implementations (for that MPI operation) to choose the best implementation. As the number of
calls grows, so do the overall gains that accumulate as a function of the number of calls. You can replace the
-lFE flag with -fF to print an unfiltered function summary and -mDPF to print an unfiltered message size

summary. Several other flags are available for MPI parameters of interest. (See the “Analysis Charts” section in
the APS User Guide for details.)

Autotuner Steps
As we previously mentioned, no code changes are required to tune applications using Autotuner. In
addition, existing binaries without special recompilation can be used, since this methodology doesn’t
depend on the debug information from the compiler. Tuning an application using Autotuner involves two
steps, at most.

Step 1: Generating and Using Tuning Data
This mandatory step involves both generating and using tuning data:

You can also choose to save the generated tuning data to a file (to be used for subsequent runs) by setting
I_MPI_TUNING_BIN_DUMP to a user-defined filename:
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Note the use of environment variables without traditional export statements. This works well in the context
of autotuning workflow, especially when you also perform the validation step.

Doing this step alone can potentially result in performance gains. Note that apart from generating the tuning
data, it’s right in this step that tuning data is also consumed.

Step 2: Validating Tuning Data
You can perform this optional step to increase the performance gains from Step 1. Achieve this by using the
tuning file generated in Step 1 (using I_MPI_TUNING_BIN).

Having I_MPI_TUNING_MODE=auto:cluster enabled in Step 2 results in additional overhead. This can

accidentally happen if you’re using export statements. This was the reason we recommended not using export
statements earlier. To further control Autotuner’s control logic, you can use additional knobs through the
I_MPI_TUNING_AUTO_* family of environment variables.

Demonstrating Performance Gains
In this section, we’ll extend the methodology in the previous section to IMB and show the speedups
we achieved.

Baseline

Here, the number of repetitions for all message sizes has been set to 1,000 using the -iter 1000 and

-iter_policy off flags. The latter disables the default iteration policy, which restricts the number of

repetitions for larger message sizes. The -npmin 96 flag restricts the number of MPI ranks to 96. (By default,
IMB-MPI1 reaches the specified number of ranks in power-of-two increments, which wasn’t desirable in this
context.) Setting -time 100000 tells IMB-MPI1 to wait for 100,000 seconds per sample before timing out.

Step 1
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Step 2

2

Autotuner gains for Allreduce

3

Autotuner gains for Bcast
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Autotuner gains for Scatter

As shown in Figures 2 through 4, there are significant performance speedups for most message sizes. The average
speedup in the 0 MB to 4 MB message size range for Allreduce, Bcast, and Scatter are 1.53x, 1.62x, and 1.42x,
respectively. The speedup calculations were based on IMB’s average time (t_avg) metrics for baseline and Step 2.
Figure 5 demonstrates Autotuner gains for Allreduce at different node counts (1 to 16). The gains are
sustainable, with an average speedup of 1.34x for the 0 MB to 4 MB message size range. In general, we expect
the Autotuner gains to increase at larger node counts.

5

Autotuner gains as a function of number of nodes
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Performance Gains without Code Changes
This article introduced the four tuning utilities currently available in Intel MPI Library. Table 2 presents a
qualitative summary of these utilities with respect to five factors. The green, mustard, and red colors indicate
positive, neutral, and negative sentiments, respectively.
Table 2. Tuning utilities in Intel MPI Library and their capabilities
Parameter/Tuning Utility

While mpitune_fast serves as a good first step for cluster-wide tuning, we can then use Autotuner for

application-level tuning. It’s important to characterize applications of interest to understand if an application
will benefit from Autotuner. APS serves this function. We expect applications spending a significant portion of
their time in collective operations (both blocking and non-blocking) to benefit the most.

BLOG HIGHLIGHTS
DPC++ Data Management across Multiple Architectures: Ordering Execution
Using oneAPI
In Part 1 of our Data Parallel C++ (DPC++) Data Management blog, we looked at data movement
and control when targeting cross-architecture systems that include hardware accelerators—
such as in the oneAPI programming model. We introduced Unified Shared Memory (USM) and
buffers, both of which can help programmers achieve their portability and performance goals.

Read On >
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Taking Data Science Applications
to the Next Level with OmniSci
Scalability, Performance, and Flexibility

Venkat Krishnamurthy, Vice President of Product Management, OmniSci

It’s no secret that over the last 10 years, the landscape of technology has been driven forward
primarily by data (see Data & AI Landscape 2019). In every sphere of human endeavor, we now
collect and use data as a primary way to solve problems—whether it’s for pure and applied sciences or
industry. As a result, data science has emerged as an important discipline in its own right. Being able to
organize and derive useful insights from ever-growing datasets is a crucial skill set, and a whole
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universe of tools and techniques has emerged to enable data scientists to ask bigger and deeper
questions of data.
The typical workflow for a data scientist is basically an iterative process that looks like Figure 1.

1

The data science workflow

Data scientists have long favored the Python and R ecosystems for a combination of ease of use (for
data scientists, not professional programmers) and the extensive supporting ecosystem of libraries for
statistical and numerical computing. Lately, the emergence of deep learning and AI as critical subfields
in data science has pushed even more capabilities into these ecosystems. Python in particular enjoys
widespread popularity for machine learning and AI workflows.
In the Python world, the PyData stack (Figure 2) has been the most complete and popular set of data
science tools for some time. Starting from the lowest level with numeric computing on N-Dimensional
Array Data (NumPy), this stack provides successive layers for scientific computing (SciPy), tabular/relational
data analysis (pandas), and symbolic computing (SymPy).
Further up the stack, there are specialized libraries for visualization (Matplotlib, Altair, Bokeh), machine
learning (scikit-learn), and graph analytics (NetworkX and others). Domain-specific toolkits such as
AstroPy and BioPython, in turn, build on these layers, providing a deep and rich ecosystem of open
tools. Alongside these, Project Jupyter has been a significant revolution driving the idea of interactive
computing in general, and data-driven storytelling in particular. Many data scientists use Jupyter as
their default development environment to create and explore hypotheses and models.
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The Python data science (PyData) stack

OmniSci: Accelerated Analytics Exploiting Modern Hardware
At OmniSci, formerly MapD, we’ve pioneered using HPC techniques to simultaneously accelerate analytic
SQL and data visualization since 2013. The open source OmniSciDB SQL engine brings together multiple
ideas in this regard:
• I/O acceleration through efficient use of the memory hierarchy
• LLVM-based JIT compilation for analytic SQL kernels
• Large-scale in situ data visualization
• Efficient data interchange with out-of-core workflows such as machine learning and deep learning

It allows us to accelerate analytical SQL queries by two to three orders of magnitude, both on hardware
accelerators like GPUs as well as on modern vector CPUs.
While OmniSci initially focused on the problem of analytical SQL and data visualization (we open sourced
the OmniSciDB engine in 2017), we quickly learned we could provide deeper value to the open PyData
ecosystem with some key integrations and interfaces. We wanted to ensure that we gave data scientists
a programmatic workflow within the PyData stack—that is, enabling them to work inside Jupyter and
perform operations on data using a familiar API (rather than just raw SQL). With this in mind, we worked
with Quansight Labs, founded by Travis Oliphant, the creator of NumPy and SciPy, on realizing an open
data science stack that leveraged the scalability and performance of the core OmniSciDB engine with a
well-layered set of Python APIs.
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Dataframes and Related Problems
Along the way, we encountered some key problems with basic data science workflows that are worth
highlighting, related to analytical data structures. Comparable to tensors–the multidimensional arrays of
data that are the primary data structure in machine learning and deep learning–the dataframe (Figure 3)
is perhaps the most commonly used data structure in analytics because of how closely it maps to the
existing relational database paradigm of a table.
Data scientists create dataframes from any sort of tabular data, and dataframe libraries exist in Python,
with pandas being by far the most popular, R (where they originated), as well as newer languages like Julia.

3

The structure of a dataframe

The problem is that as the number of analytics tools proliferated across ecosystems, the number of
dataframe implementations grew as well. For example, Apache Spark is a very popular analytical processing
engine and platform. It has a Dataframe API (Spark’s distributed dataset) that provides many dataframe
capabilities. But this is different from pandas, which, in turn, is different from R. At OmniSci, we learned that all
of these APIs, while incredibly flexible, suffer from a combination of scalability and performance issues that
make it difficult for data scientists to truly, interactively explore very large datasets.
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For example, Spark allows very large distributed dataframes, but the computational engine doesn’t allow
for truly interactive (subsecond) querying because Spark was architected to be a distributed system first
and foremost (and there are additional overheads from running on the Java virtual machine). On the
other hand, pandas is a rich, powerful API, but it suffers from scalability issues because the operations are
implemented in Python and incur significant overhead from executing in an interpreted environment.
Finally, there are well-known interchange problems across languages and ecosystems (JVM, Python,
R) that make it both difficult and inefficient to assemble complete workflows that can span different
computational environments. For example, Spark is often used in the early stages of a workflow to
manipulate and shape large datasets for further analysis, often in local computing environments like
Python/pandas. Until recently, this incurred interchange and translation overhead that limited scalability.
Fortunately, Apache Arrow has emerged as a de facto standard to address this need. But it’s not
pervasively used yet for data interchange between different frameworks.
Early in our data science journey, OmniSci invested in Ibis (Figure 4). A relatively less-known API (from the
creator of pandas, Wes McKinney), Ibis provides an interesting path to bring large data processing and
storage systems such as OmniSci into the Python data science stack. It does this by providing several key
layers that bridge the PyData stack into the world of data stores. According to the Ibis Project website,
these components include:
• A pandas-like, domain-specific language (DSL) designed specifically for analytics (i.e., Ibis
expressions) that enables composable, reusable analytics on structured data. If you can express
something with a SQL SELECT query, you can write it with Ibis.
• Integrated user interfaces to HDFS and other storage systems.
• An extensible translator-compiler system that targets multiple SQL systems.

4

Ibis, an API bridging data science and data stores
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Supported SQL systems include MySQL, Postgres, BigQuery, OmniSci, Spark, Clickhouse, and others, and
it’s easy to add a new backend.
We also invested in open data visualization built on Altair, a declarative Python visualization framework.
Altair builds on the Vega and Vega-Lite modern, declarative user interface frameworks for data
visualization. We worked with Quansight to unify Ibis and Altair so that visually exploring much larger
datasets is now possible without moving data from the source systems.

OmniSci and Intel: Better Together for Data Science
In 2019, we released our first version of these integrations—again, all open sourced within the respective
projects. At the time, we entered into what has been a very fruitful collaboration with Intel, which saw
the power and performance of the open-source OmniSciDB engine. Together, we’re exploring ways to
bridge its capabilities into data science tooling (identical goals to us) to help accelerate dataframe-centric
analytical workflows. The Intel team selected OmniSci as a reference platform to showcase the power of
its ecosystem. The Intel team, with its deep systems and tuning expertise, has contributed in major ways to
this goal.
Using Intel’s profiling tools like Intel® VTune Profiler, the team identified several areas for performance
tuning and optimization in OmniSciDB execution (including the use of Threading Building Blocks and
better locking) on Intel® CPU families. OmniSci significantly outperforms a Spark cluster in all four queries
of the Billion Row Taxi Benchmark (Figure 5).

5

1.2 Billion Row Taxi benchmark with OmniSci on Intel® CPUs. The x-axis shows the
time (in seconds) to complete each query. Get details on this benchmark here.
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The team also contributed a high-performance, Arrow-based ingestion component that can be used for
in-memory data ingestion into OmniSci, bypassing the need to import data first. The goal is to support a
workflow similar to how data frames are created from static files like CSV or Apache Parquet, but without
having to use OmniSci’s storage system underneath.
Work is now underway to componentize the OmniSciDB engine into a library, which will make it easy to
embed in a Python-based data science workflow while leveraging the scale and performance of the engine.
Work is also underway to optimize OmniSci’s storage subsystem to take advantage of Intel® Optane™ DC
Persistent Memory Modules (Figure 6). Initial benchmarking results are extremely promising, allowing the
possibility for OmniSci to support much larger datasets on a reduced hardware footprint.

6

Preliminary scaling results with OmniSciDB on Intel® Optane™ DC Persistent Memory

We’re also exploring the use of oneAPI to target new hardware—in particular, Intel’s Xe GPU, to leverage
OmniSci’s accelerated data rendering pipeline. This will allow the complete OmniSci stack, not just the
OmniSciDB engine, to run on all Intel® platforms from the datacenter to the desktop or laptop.

Benefits to Data Scientists
Across the board, the collaboration will provide significant benefits for data scientists. For the first time,
they can run large-scale analytical computations over datasets with billions of rows of data on extremely
efficient hardware footprints. This combination of scalability, performance, and familiarity makes the
collaboration of Intel and OmniSci compelling as a high-performance data science environment to
complement large-scale data processing and storage systems like data lakes and data warehouses.
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Datasets up to a terabyte can be interactively analyzed and visualized on a laptop, and up to 10TB
or greater on a desktop-class system. The use of Arrow further promises the ability to seamlessly
integrate machine learning libraries such as Intel® Data Analytics Acceleration Library into the
workflow.

Scalability, Performance, and Flexibility
OmniSci and Intel together provide a compelling new platform for data scientists. Integrating the
capabilities of an open, hardware-aware, high-performance analytics engine with the power of the
Intel® technology ecosystem has already demonstrated great benefits in scalability, performance, and
flexibility for data science workflows.
You can download and try OmniSciDB on your Mac or Linux laptop running Docker by following these
instructions. Here are some more resources to help you learn about OmniSci and build data science
workflows:
• Overview blog on OmniSci in data science
• On-demand webinars of OmniSci in data science
• Todd Mostak’s overview talk on OmniSci architecture

VIDEO HIGHLIGHTS
Collaborating to Further Heterogeneous Computing
Leaders in industry and academia talk about the importance of oneAPI as an industry-wide
initiative to further heterogeneous programming—and how they’re contributing to realize its
potential.

Watch >
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